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AMERICA EQUIPPED TO BATTLE FOR VICTORY AS FIRST YEAR OF ENTRANCE INTO WAR CLOSES
AKINGANARMY

m 10,000,000 MEN1
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ARMY 1,670,000, NAVY 300,000,
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Amcriva's Greater Navy
Only at the Beginning

By JOSEPHUS DANIELS
Secretary of ilni Nvy
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. H jL Contain no rnedit.'Ai; N'othinjr but pure food.

kcei) well.
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Trucks in Delivery and Road Work
One of fleet of Autocar motor trucks used

the Atlantic Refining Co. for the delivery of gasoline.
This company uses Autocars also for road oil work
the application of asphalt for the surface treatment
of roads.

"We operate Autocars for both long and short
hauls and find them very satisfactory," they say.
"In all our delivery work we are getting away from
teams and now use motor trucks almost exclu- -

sively.
Motor trucks today are a necessity investigate

the Autocar for your business at The Autocar Sales
& Service Co., 23d & Market Sts., Philadelphia.

"The Autocar Motor Truck"
The Autocar Co., Ardmpre, Pa. Established 1897
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Il'ur Record of Congress

Unexcelled, Clark Avers
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